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Coast Guard Patrol of Kentucky Lake Urged
L. Wyatt
ltige Gregory 60 Attend FHA Contest James
Enters Race for
Won't Attempt WILFORD S.
T
Representative
(SHORTY) TRAVIS SEEKS1 Four Eligible
To Attend State
To Keep Office REELECTION TO STATE
• • • LEGISLATURE Meet In June
Candidate Sets

Lack of Adequate
Authority Deplored
Safety Measures
Should be Tight,
Says Fischer

Fortli

Platform
In Sthtement

Health Prohibits
Active Canvas,
States Official

Dangers Cited
To Swimmers
And Boatmen

D HAVE thought it wa
YOU)
a regular spring garment show
ing at Benton High School —
James ,L.: (Jimmie Lee) Wyatt
except that there were folks of ;,Benton, editor of the nation
was
that
it
explain
around to
all
circulated Crowing Time
the annual Marshall County 4
THE ESTABLISHING of a cher, superintendent of Kenthly rOwspaper for chickCOUNTY JUDGE Java Greg
H Club Contest, which drew 60 c•ri .breeders, today officially 24-hour Coast Guard Patrol on tucky Dam State Park, in the
ory today announced definitely
participants and guests from 11 entered the race for state rep- Kentucky Lake was strongly, wake of the first drowning of
that he will not be a candidate
of the 16 4-H Club communifor reelection to the post he
urged today by Harold N. Fis the 1949 season and two capntative.
ties in the county.
sizings last Sunday.
has held for the past eight
marks., the first time that
Highlight of the occassion, o M
years. '
Wyatt, a native of Mar1
"The season is yet young-• 1 and we've already had our first
Course, was the announcement shill County, has ever sought 5.10.-W4001.4VV;,:ii:iiiii••••V''•••
The - judge, who previously
Of winners in the various con public office. His statement
had indicated that he would
said.
Mr. Fischer
fatality,"
tests—with a free trip to Lex fodows:
seek the office again, listed poor
i "With thousands pouring into
•••
ington in the offing along with
health as the principal reason
the lake area every weekend
the traditional "blue ribbon." ., I take this opportunity in anfor his retirement.
we can expect these things-• • •
flotincing that I am a candidate
and should be prepared to cope
MR. GREGORY'S action left
THE WINNERS: June Gatlin for representative of the Marwith them in an organized
the field wide open in the
of Maple Springs, garment judg I shall-Lyon District, dubject t(
manner."
judge's race with former SherMaple' thp action and will of the voter
of
Gold
ing; Beth
iff Jack Edwards and Harold
THE U. S. COAST Guard.
Springs, style review; Jimmie at the Democratic primary Aug'iathich is vested with the authHolland currently in. the runreforestra
Level,
Smith of Oak
ust 6, 1949.
ority to patrol all inland and
ning and Leonard Jones planLee Farle)
tion, and Harry
As I eater the campaign, I
coastal waters ,is the natural
ning to announce.
and Chester Vied of Calvert anti aware 'of the task of defeatagency to consider, Mr. Fischer
Judge Gregory was elected
City, water management team ing the cliques selfish, but
said.
Jailer 16 years ago. the first
All but the style reviev:t win v.ith the help from the every"The Marshall County Lake
time he held a public office 1
will participate in the dis day people it will be a easy
ner
four'
jailer
section, which is fast becomire;
He was reelected
trict contest May 26 at Paducah o , therefore I shall not at
the vacation spot of Mid-Ameryears later, and after complet
—and all will be given a free any time during the campaign
t.
moved
term
ica, has no Coast Guard patrol,"
ing his second
trip to the 4-H Week at Lexing- hesitate td discuss the real it-;
the park superintendent conthe bench for an eight-year per
ton June 7-11 regardless of the stirs.• The taxpayer is aware of
tinued. "And Paducah is too
iod.
:
ts
.
t
n
e
en
thb circumstances and knows
outcome in the districtgaervm
far away to insure effective
He said he has no definite
that with the meeting of each
Operations from there. Many of
TWENTY-ONE
plans, but probably will con
General Assembly that he be
us feel that a Coast Guard
tinue to live in Benton and supmade by the girls, were dis ' comes the heir to increased tax
unit or sub-station should be
Route
Benton
Twen
hall.
on
study
the
farm
ervise his
played in
es. and less representation.
established at such a place that
miles
in the sewin
5 a pproxitnately four
participated
ty
I have •in my possession the
State Representative Wilford i hous:• in 'this period.
made easily
contest. Several types rekords ed the laws enacted
from town.
Folks around town have been operations may be
I have supported legislation judging
to
is
S.
scheduled
who
Travis,
dam and
the
between
anywhere
the
thanked
Jude Grgory
garments were displayed.
during the past ten years and brushing up on their Spanish Kentucky Lake State Park.
receive his degree June 2 from for education, public helath, old of
a
were
people for their support during
winners
a
pri
thanks
to
ribbon
sign
this
week,
The
how your representatives voted
Murray State College, toda-,- age assistances, rural electrifithe past 16 years. His statament
Clothing judging - on vital Ouestfons. I wish that up in the windows of the Ben
MR. FISCHER said that civformally. entered the race for cation, veterans, and for 'the follows:
.
follows:
Ruth McGregor, white I had space to properly discuss ton Style-Mart store plugging ic and service clubs throughout
reelection in the August pri- farm bureau. I have been a Barbara
• ••
Doy and explain how the people of their new summer straw hats the area could be quite helpful
strong supporter of the state June Creason and Thelma
statement follows:
"This is to let the voters of mary. His • • •
The sign says, "Cualquier in bringing to the. attention of
Tynes
Brooks
Mary
and
red;
le,
this district have been neglectwhich
parit building program,
Marshall County, who have supGold and June Gatlin ed and how the eastern sections hombre parece guapo en un proper authorities the need for
Beth
in
$300,000
some
spent
has
Marshall
of
the
voters
To
)rted me in four previous suc.
of the state have received about sombrero Champ"—with a teas safey precautions and Coast
var- Marshall County within the blue.
ssful campaigns, know that I County: At the request of
Apron
1:
Unit
Review,
Style
they have asked for. er line next to it saying, "come Guard operations on Kentucky
everything
Mar- last year. Furthermore, I supthroughout
have decided not to make the ious friends
Hen
Nancy
Henson,
—Julianne
in Kentucky is inside and we'll whisper the Lake..
The
farmer
help
;et
to
program
ported
the
shall and Lyon Counties I have
race for retelection as county
Caro
and
Brooks
Donis
the
in 43 of translation to -you."
farmers
behind
son.
"It's to the advantage of all
decided to be a candidate for the rural people of this state
And just to check on Elton
judge.
Grpt
ribbons;
our states On advanced farm
that every safety measure be
reelection to the office , of statc out of the mud. By supporting Ruth Tynes, red
of
Telle,
manager
the
store
the
and
during
Matbis and Jonda Ka, legislation
"I find that my health would representative from this district this program I
both ta
helped
taken," the superintendent de.
past ten years there nas been some of the high school Span dared. "The
not permit an active campaign subject to the Democratic pri- counties in this district more Grme,
eonrfkield, blue.
Guard,
Coast
pin no legislation enacted to en ish students popped in to see through its auxiliary and regux, towel, and
—and it is for this reason I am mary election to be held Aug- than double their rural road
if
he
it
could
translate
correctNancy Henson, Gret cpurage Closer relations and
not entering the race as I had ust 6, 1949.
cushion
lar services, can do much to
funds.
labor ly.
between
red ribbons; Dori understanding
Math
originally planned to do. I am
ta
reby
me
honor
educate the public on saftey
4s,
you
If
most
the
to
stranger
no
am
I
(He
The
could!
hat
Champ
not withdrawing in favor of of you in this district as you electing me to this office
Brooks, •Tonda Kay Greenfield, ad management.
man gave him a short lesson be measures—and can enforce waJanice
any candidate—but only because honored me by electing me to will continue to support legis Julianne ' Henson and
ter regulations."
(Continued Back Page)
fore leaving town.)
•••
of the circumstances stated.
this office two years ago. Since lation which is benefical to this Tarry, blue.
Slips
II:
Unit
of
Lake just
KENTUCKY
Review,
State
WITH
the
Style
"In doing this, I wish every that time I have served in one district and to
coming into its own, the popu—Janice Tarry and Mattie Lee
one to know that I deeply ap- regular session and one. special Kentucky.
lation of this section, for the
I earnestly solicit your vot Copeland, red; Donna Kay Owpreciate the confidence and sup- session of the legislature. I have
most part, is caught without adens, red: and June Gatlin and
tried *a voice the sentiments of and infltuence.
port given me in the past."
equate knowledge or rules of
Wilford S. "Shortie" Travis Marilynrie Growes, blue.
—Java Gregory you, the voters, one each issue
the road (or water traffic reguSchool] dresses—Linda Doyle
which has come before the (Pol. Advt.)
lations), what the various buoys
and Mattie, Lee Copeland, white;
LEONARD JONES TO REIN
mean, ship handling and quick
Janice Tarry, Frances Creason
1
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
•
thinking in rough water.
June Creason, Mary E. Vickers,
Leonard Jones of Benton,
"Capsizings can be caused by
11.1ary Ann Owens, and Donn
• • •
manager of the J. and M. SerGOVERNOR Earle Clementst about two pounds each.
motors that are too small for
Kay Owens, red; and June Gat
vice Station and state independGrowes and a small party were week'Darn big minnows you got the boats carrying them—and
Marilynne
be deeply appreciated.
lin
and
ent basketball commissioner, toJohn H. Harrell blue.
end fishers at Kentucky Dam got there,- we onidred. (Still a by motors that are too large,"
I
day authorized the Tribune to
(Paid Pol. Advt.)
Unit II.!: Playsuits — Thelma The governor told Park Super- live only because he was too Mr. Fischer explained. He cited
announce that he will be a cantwo capsizings Sunday afterLou Ddyle, red, and Barbara idtendent Harold Fischer to tired to chase me.)
full
didate for county judge. His
• • •
noon. One, which occurred bekeep mum about it....and he had
McGregor, blue.
Sento!
of
Harrell
H.
John
announcement will appear later
red
Wilkins,
before
those
'
went"
and
"Fame
Pajamas—Patsy
o
GRADY RIDINGS took a lot below the dam, was caused by a
Route 3, a lifelong resident
(Pol. Advt.)
pick of kiddin' from wife Eva the motor that was too large ....
Beth Gold, Mary Brooks Tyne t•tith political bones to
Marshall County and a farmer
and Fredia June Blakney, blue found out about it.
other day when a fur-pound while the second, above the
today entered the race for mag
•••
•
Mr. Clements caught several bass actually jumped into his dam, was cauesd by one too
Jack Gray, former constable
istrate in District 5. His state
of Marshall .County, this week
merit to the voters follows:
JUDGES for the event wer bite ' bass aner a tam string of boat. (Both saw it). Eva teas- small.
•
•
inGuard
COAST
WITH
au horized the Tribune to pub Miss Lyda Sutherland and H qappi. "Nicest vacation I've had es Grady about no1 catchin
. "em
the following announce B. Gibson of the 4-H Club De - since I've been in office," the in the conventional manner — spections much of this trouble
TO the voters of District 5 lis
This, is to announce my candi rrient of his candidacy for mag- visorsi
partment- in Lexington. Super- governor said. He and his party and Grady replies they know could be eliminated," he conSaturday they haven't got a cnance .... so Untied. "And we could feel
and
f magis istrate in District 2:
Friday
„ spent
dacy for the positiOn
program wer,
o the
Peel and Holland, local in4o
_
•••
in
DistrictFifth
lodge.
the
of
the
Miller
at
nights
trate
Homer
J.
gent
Countythey rJust give up and jump in more assurance that all vessels
have
agents,
just
placed
surance
• • •
afloat are 'seaworthy'."
,the Democratic primary Aug " To the voters of Magisteria Assistant' County Agent Gra
to save the fight.
in their . office win(*w -a fa
•
'District ,2: I . hereby announce ham Wilkins and County, Tores
'- . .
•
THIS WEEK END Walter
The state has no control over
scene display that is attracting list 6.
she safety measures except through
Eva's
when
insulted
- Being a lifelong yesident
that i am • a Candidate for the ter Bob Rider. .
Wiister and five top officials of
wide attention.
..
this district, I come to Yotl- as office of Magistrate of Distric
the RCA corporation are catch- catches a crappi. Says anybody the vessels it rents. The TVA
The display consilts of a
can do that.
• stanger. I have been a far- No. 2. Marshall. County,, stib
no
1
ing 'em out at the lake.
is without authority to impose
scale model dwelling, barn, silo
mer practically all. My'. life, and . ject te the action of 'the DernO,
private
measures on
safety
crib, poultry house, and even
STEP-MOTHER Nellie (Wat craft. The only agency that can
, ^
therefore feel I can 'understand eratic . primary election Augui
the
below
just
SECTION
THE
dog
house. Minaincludes the
his problems and neecis..
6, 1949.
dam is rapidly becoming known .kins) came home from the lake do it effectively, Mr. Fischer
ture plastic tractor, manure
•
is the choice fishing spot of sick the other day. Headache said, is the Coast Guard. "For
In soliciting your vote and in
and
spreader, _horses, cattle
Although this is the first time
and upset stomach... even took this reason," he added, "I _think
moving
commenced.
ees
.Work
Mid-America. •
yet
,
want
to.
I
assure
iluence
bogs complere the farM scene I have ever asked for a public
• • •
headaehe shots. I diagnosed it all of us in West Kentucky
be
morning
elitterday:
ground
wif
and so realistic is the entire office, I feel certain that I can that if elected, my interest
have as a iimple case, of sea sick should cooperate to get a Coast
-vice StaFOLKS
Ski
,
Phillips
MANY
the
•
po
'hind
of
the
favor
talt:
in
be
always
I
this
viewing
minature
magistrate.
window
make you a good
County tion in preparation fpr the con Ctbght so many nice strings of ness... and I oughta know . for I Guard Lake patrol."
Marshall
rural scene.
I am interested very much in the payers of
and crappi it seems al- had four years of it in the
Although Mr. Fischer was
be
•spen ,strtictipn of a neve body shop bass
will
money
tax
Your
a
is
as
off
set
display
entire
district
this
of
welfare
The
,.
some conditions' not- at liberty to speak for the
Navy.
Under
few
a
just
Corn
list
Chevrolet
to
unfair
the
Phillips
under
the
most
by
interest
best
your
to
in
whole and will do •everything
by three attractive printed
• .
,
friend James R. Cope honked those who get sea sick can:do eta*, he said he felt quite sure
color window cards directing in my power to serve all fairly restrictions of the law and .Will
3aines- Dowdbr. will operate the horn loudly in front of our it right at the dock, from the that Frankfort would look with
attention to the features of the and honestly, and improve the not be spent for unjust put.=
of the favor upon such a unified rethe new brarA of the firm, Mr place and jumped out with a gentle rise and fall
ome Insurance Company:s 9 roads all of us travel daily. ,
quest to the federal government
.t4ring of 25 crappi weighing boat.
i
Curt Phillips, owner, said.
(Continued Back Page)
will
influence
and
vote
Your
1 policy.
I
bY citizens of. West Kentucky.
'
•
•

PADUCAH BASE TOO FA TO BE SAFE
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More Precautions

Er
"
Needed for Boats

Don't Tell Nobody
--But It's Spic
and Spanish

ROD and REEL
RAVES

2 More in Race for Magistrate
John H. Harrell
District 5

Jack Gray
District 2

Minature Farm
Displayed at
(el and Holland
11

or
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Phillips Is Building
New flody .M0
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•••
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Church Grove Lists '
program Sunday ,

65 Tuck Away Sheepskins as Four County Schools Ring Down the Curtain

SIXTY-FIVE students in the
high
County
A special Mother's Day and four Marshall
flomecoming program will be' schools tucked diplomas under
presented Sunday tt Church their -atini last bight and
Grove Methodist Church featur- marched to the end of the high
ing preaching at 11 o'clock and school trail as commencement
. I exercises brought down the cursinging in the afternoon.
good
and, tain on the 1948-49 academic
quartets
Three
many other singers are expect) year.
was at
ed. A dinner will be spread atl The largest class
noon. The services are open to.Brewers, where 21 seniors heard
• I Dr. E. J. Carter, head of the
the public.

•ri.../1•&4:90.0atir4.310dar...0pNergav7•414TAxwev_....,..}.........q•Creo.MaTA•11-,'
.
,

V

•

ere 14 students ended their
Department of Education at W. H. Flunderburk, pastor of the
h school days. The Rev. Gor
Murray State College, outline First Christian Church in Ben-t
the
problems facing today's' ton, toli how the graduates, bn Herron of Clay spoke Sunbaccalaureate
hnd high in idealism in (illy night at a
must
•
graduates.
unsettled world. The! itervice which also featured setoday's
On Sunday night the Brewers
Rev. Leslie Lee of the Hardin' tections by the community alistudents and patrons heard the
Methodist Circuit delivered Viet hurch choir.
the
bacRev. Edgar Siress in
Sunday.] ' DR. RALPH H. Woods, popusermon
baccalaureate
calaureate sermon. The class
The junior-senior banquet was lar president of Murray State
night program was Tuesday.
tollege, speaking at Calvert
Tuesday night.
OVER AT HARDIN, where 201 Max B. Hurt of Murray was City, told how the grads, with
training,
received sheepskins, the Rev I the speaker at Sharpe last night heir education and

rig
t

hold the key to many
the world's tuture.

Morgan Store Gets
phases of New Display Cases

general
Morgan's
Thomas
Ten students received diplomis taking on a
store
clothing
as at Calvert. Elbert Young of
look" this week.
the Benton Church of Christ "new
are completing the
Workers
spoke there Sunday night.
installation of new streamlined
Several parties, outings and display cases and garment racks
senior trips have been planned and are winding- up with a new
for the students at all schools coat of paint for the walls and
in conjunction with graduation ceiling. The display windows al
week.
so have been revamped.
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Here's the Story of th "Mot
It's Been Annual
Occasion Since
May of 1907

How Carnations
Came to be the
Choice Flower

!STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcfeettere

It's a Century Old
But It's Still
Tender
Legal
•••

well over a
It was made
8! Fig-.
ago—but It's still leg.
May
,
Sunday
on
Mother
century
for
bed
in
FAST
IT'S BREAK
-dollar bear_
Sunday !S
al tender. A half
uratively speaking, of course — in most cases — but
ford
"1828"
date
Dad and the
lug the
Mother's Day, when warm-hearted tributes from
york
Golden
by
week
last
the
kids assure Mom that she'
down
tear
helping
while
was 41, her mother died. Anna
queen of the household.
Martin York place on the
old
.
But few of us know the story, spent the rest of her life in a
Olive Road near Aurora
of Mother's Day. .how it came a great crusade to establish the
lodged
was
-dollar
hall
The
to be that one day out of the second Sunday in May as a
and apparent
crack
a
•
trinilothet
own
her
in
special
in
to
al
aside
memori
year is set
had been there for yea
bute to Mith.er. So here's the and to mothers ,all over the na,
g
real way of knowin
tion.
story for Tribune readers.
Mr. York
long,
how
be
will
how
Day
s
This Mother'
She arranges the 'country's
said.
celebrated for the first time first Mother's Day service in
wiles
without the, active blessing of May, 1907. Held in St. Andrews
The coin, made back
Adams
was
JarM.
Anna
Quincy
its founder, Miss
Church it was dedicated to
John
on
vis of Philadelphia.
Mrs. Jarvis and all the mothers
president and Henry
Miss Jarvis, who almost sin- of Taylor County.
was Kentucky's most famous
gle-handed created the nation's
citizen, was worn but little
y gig_
most sentimental holiday 42
The next year, Anna Jarvis
and was only slightl
years ago, died last November persuaded Philadelphia to pro!
colored.
in a Pennsylvania sanatorium. claim the first city-wide Mothbe
"I imagine it would
was 84, weak with the in- er's Day. At her urging, West
She
more
thaa
rably
conside
ONS
RIPTI
worth
ANNUAL SUBSC
firmities of age and almost for- Virginia made Mother's Day a
r,"
50 cents to a coin collecto
Surrounding Munties. $1.50;
public.
$1.00;
the
by
1912,
and
in
.
gotten
County
holiday
ide
State-w
l
Marshal
opined.
York
Mr.
Ann Jarvis grew up in Graf- Pennsylvania followed suit the
Out of State, $2.00
ton W. Va., where her mother next year.
NOTICE
taught Sunday School in St.
With ,single-minded tenacity
Church. Anna Jarvis made innumerable
Methodist
Andrews
"He asked Cue boss for a raise!"
All who are interested in the
Each year Mrs. Jarvis conduct speeches before men's and worn
upkeep of the Haymes Cemeed a celebration honoring th en's clubs and meetings of all
was tery please send or bring their
admirers
and
s
for
friends
ce
the
mother
and
reveren
mothers of her Sunday School kinds. She carried on extensive of our
shocked to discover that Anna donations to Arthur Darnall at
country."
pupils.
correspondence with governors,
Jtrvis was penniless, ill, and Benton or John Henson on Bening
Miss
years,
the
In
succeed
In 1905, when Anna Jarvis statesmen, clergymen and edi4te-i ton Route 1.
a29m8c.
s
Jarvis spent every penny of the nearly blind. They immedia
its laughs as well as its cussin'
tors.
her In Marshall Sq t
placed
ly
ELECTION YEAR always has
her
by
left
te
fortune
her
modera
solicit
Public response was enthui-I
called at a woman's house to
Sanitarium in West Chester,: Paris Green, Arsenate el
The other day Jim Barnes
letters mother in establishing Mother's
Congratulatory
iastic.
.
kitchen
the
g
moppin
busy
an Pa., where she was comfortably Lead and other ivweetleides at
vote for jailer. She was
piled so high that she purchas- Day as a deep-rooted Americ
now—too busy," she said
you
cared for during her declining Heath Hardware & Fun. Co.
with
years,
these
on.
bother
During
traditi
to
time
"Ain't got
ed ,an adjoining house for storng for you
swabbi
the
years.
do
r
I'll
her
younge
for
and
cared
she
too,
age purposes.
'Well just gimme that mop
retaliated.
birth.
since
Jim
blind
Devoted sons and daughters
Elsie,
sister,
•
•
•
speel,"
n
electio
• ••
while you listen to my
be honoring more than
smiled.
will
woman
—and the
In 1914, Anna Jarvis'. persuaiSo he mopped—and talked
on was suggested their own mothers _when they
The
mop and
carnati
his
d
droppe
Jim
Wilson
nt
won
Preside
porch,
pen
ive
Hearing a noise on the back
s Day flower shower them with gifts and afcanhimself. He signed a joint Con- as official Mother'
Prentice Thompson, another
it had fectionate Mother's Day greetbecause
Jarvis
Anna
by
peered out the door. There sat
mew
lauding
POW
gressional Resolution
lady's churning.
s favorite. ing cards on Sunday, May 8.
mother'
her
been
didate for jailer, doing the • • •
as
mother
4-16-1
"the
the American
to
lly the custom developed They will be paying tribute
PACK
greatest source of the country's' Gradua
Lawrence
but admire men like Mr.
of wearing red carnations to the idealism and preservation
It
tion."
inspira
and
h
strengt
A FELLOW CAN'T HELP
ity
electric
roucm
giving
the
s
CAN'T
gave
in
who
white
Nation
,
and
with
of Anna Jarvis,
honor living mothers
In keeping
DAMPNESS
led the way
Solomon at Calvert City—who
good Hospital Day throughout the established Mother's Day per boutonnieres for deceased moth- I nation's respect for mothers its
with
g
....alon
families
End
North
manently and authorized leder-,
MYERS & ELKINS
and modern conveniences to
I first tangible expression —
Despite the litigation over who nation, the Murray Hospital on al display of the flag "as a: ers.
Telephone 2408
service for more than a decade.
m.
p.
pri- May 12 from 2:00 to 6:00
In 1943, a small group of her Mother's Day.
public expression of our .love
successor—the FLEA co-op or another
entire
The
house.
is to be Mr. Solomon's
open
hold
wil
Mr.
Utilities—north end folks all agree
public is invited to visit the
vate enterprise, Kentucky
hospital, meet the personnel
Solomon's done a fine job. • • •
and become familiar with its
salu
county valedictorians and
modern facilities.
CONGRATULATIONS: To the
Hardin,
of
t
Thweat
Pearl
Lena
The hospital is a community
tatorians—Ann Jones and
, Phyllis Ann Blakney hospital, owned and operated by
Calvert
of
Ford
H.
W.
Owen Faughn and
"quartet," the citizens of Murray and Cal
and the unusual Brewers
and Boyce East of Sharpe,
Betty Yates and Francis Whitt. loway County. According to its
Marilyn Chester, Margene Miller,
lishments and its
first time in history that ALL past accomp
Last week's Tribune marked the
future outlook for the continued
d
picture
been
have
salutatorians
service to the people, it is ob
county school' valedictorians and
think it rates a little more ligated to receive your moral
We
per.
newspa
County
ll
in a Marsha
ten—
student does as well as these
support, and your undivided
than just mentioning when a
ng
extendi
in
join
and
agree
cooperation.
readers
our
of
and we know most
is
hospital
the
county.
Although
whole
the
of
s
congratulation
• • •
small, it is the concenus of op
moment inion that it is unexcelled in
"singing sisters" at the
THE BEST LOCAL pair of
Mrs. the state of Kentucky and
and
Austin
Alvin
girls—Mrs.
probably would be the Kinney
are throughout this section of the
er—and
togeth
singing
of
lot
James Thompson. They do a
South. To substitute this bet.
lief, its records are a permandrawing a lot of favorable commen
•.•
ent part of the institution.
ad
bread and butter from
When you take into considerIRONY: How folks who make their
to ation the personnel and the fine
loudly
object
can
others
to
sold
spce
ion
yertising and promot
staff of doctors, the patients
by a competitor.
the principle of advertising. when•it's done
get the treatment tha_surpasses
••
beautifu many large hospitals.'
the
about
talking
is
E
SHARP
EVERYONE AROUND
The hospital, at this time, ha
from all churches o
musical prgram presented by a joint choir
same problem as all hos
the
program the other night. pitals that we know of any
the community at the baccalaureate
class manner.
where, that is, a shortage o
High class numbers done in a•high
••
nurses. We are proud of al
Maple Springs are becomin
ur nurses and the fine way
THE FRIDAP NIGHT singings at
ed folks tc :n which they do their work
hunder
a
than
more
for
l
unusua
big events. It isn't
duets and community songs. I they are a credit to their pro
turn out—for the quartets, solos,
ity project—but folks from al fession. The patients are their
commun
started out somewhat as a
first consideration.
counties, are now turnin.
aver the county, and some from other
This being a community hos
pital, it is your hospital, non
out.
profit, administered by a Board
of Directors of fifteen men
who donate generously of theb
'AM
time toward developing Mur
ray Hospital into an outstanding
N1ORROW
DR.
institution, and if you have
rirRiiPRACTOR
not had the opportunity to ob
Office
STORE
OVER RILEY'S DEPT.
Phones:
serve the wonderful work it i
Here
Office nu
dong, then there is a treat ir
Daily
BENTON, KY.
Res: 2193
store for you, for when you
see it and see what it is doing
you will be proud that Cello
way County has an institutior
of this type to serve the peo
FHA LOANS
pel.
BONDS
The hospital, because of sug
gestions made by certain lead
ing women who are extremely
6.00-16 • PLUS TAX
interested and know the needs
that
of the hospital, suggest
the opportunity be given to
every person in Murray, Cabo
way County and surrounding
counties to bring a gift appro
"It's Right if We Write It" one 4531
Teleph
priate to the needs of the hosills Maim Street
pital. For your information a
list of suitable things are sug
gelded:
• Not a "second" or a retroaC.
Sheets, 72 x 108; draw sheets
54 x 81; pillow eases, 42 x 36;
bed spends 72 x 90; mattress
pads for single beds, blankets
72 x Pl, towel, wash cloths
dresser scarfs 17 x 38, gowns
for adults and children, waterproff plastic pillow case 36 x.
27, pillows, • drappety material,
36 in. x 2 1-2 yds. white curtains 2 1-2 yds., dish towels,
chairs, smoking stands, lectric
'fans 10 & 12 in., and bolts of
343 and 40 in. muslin.
Let's all set this day aside
on our calendars and make this
the greatest day in the history
of this great institution.
Refreshments will be served
and the wives of the medical
I
staff will greet the guests.
Mr. Frank A. Stubblefield
Rev. George W. Bell
41111■10112r•••

Around

The Square

flarorkist

SALTINES

Readers Ask Help
For Institution on
Hospital Day

LOWEST PRICE
in 5 years!

1
1
fic

BRAND NEW-GENUINE
di

Tribune Classifieds Do the Job

TIRES

C.

INSURANCE

--ALL KINDS -FIRE, AUTOMOBILE AND LIFE

PEEL AND HOLLAND

• Backed by lifetime guarantee.
• Wide,full depth non-skid tread.
• Prics4reductions on other Defiance sizes also.

SHOP

Parks-Belk Co.

Easy Way Tire Store

The Value Center of
West Kentucky
South Side Square.

Mayfield

Ky.

DALE (JAYBIRD) LENEAVE, OWNER 1005 Main Street

Benton, Kentucky

ILEGoodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER

4

•

•
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Bill Chandler Speaks,Mr..Shields Cole
On World Peace at is Representative
Woman's Club Meet i Of Concert Group
Bill Chandler, Benton High ! Mrs. Shields Cole is the BenSchool student, discussed World -ton representative of the PaAssociation,
Concert
Peace Thursday afternoon at a' ducah
meeting of the Benton Woman's: which opened its 1949-50 memClub in he home of Mrs. A.1 bership !drive May I. MemberI ships are now being solicited
A. Nelson Jr.
1.for the series of concerts in
I
The clu4 made a contribution, Paducah this fall.
to the cancer drive, which is, Among the attractions are
.
headed by Mrs. Nelson. Tommy-1 the ..
y S. Navy Band; Frances
Hurley, also of Benton High Greer and Bryant Sullivan of
School, played the piano. M:rs.S1the Metrpolitan opera; Gnus.
Harry Jones, president, con-teppe
Di Stefano, Metropolotan
ducted the business session. Co- 1 Italian !tenor; Jerome Hines.
,
Hun
hostesses were Mrs. Harry
Metropolitan Opear bass; and ,
.
ley, Mrs. Yandall Wrather and 1 •the
Piano Quartet, which is
Miss Margaret Heath.
, being returned by popular dewere mana. !
Others whb- attended
Mesdames Joe Brandon, H. B I
•
y
0
on
Ra
erm
: HOME FOR A VISIT
n: A. A. Nelson, H!
od
lasn
Hroela
c
0
Mr. and Mrs. John Strow and ‘•
Boyd, Tullus Chambers, Nola, little son, Tommy, of Elizas anRd.' bethton,. Tenn., are visiting her ,0
R.
Hitchenit
LillianRa y Smith,
'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Thompson,meWa.ters,
I McWaters, for several days.
Mae Jones.
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LENTY of paper is r —

way

Stull Bros. Hybrid and Jarvisf Perfection and Boss Table
Prolific yellow and white seed top and Built-in oven oil cook
corn. Heath Hdwe. & Furn. Co. Stoves. Heath Hdwe. & Furn.

of We.

•#.••1•1•4146.4:0-4•14
. 4••••••••1•1••••••••Wel-'14:1•Wel•We'D
,,,,,
"t•We'VoW•••:07,
Yeti can't have plenty of paper without

$

of

trees. for most of our paper

comes from wood.

America

needs, if forests are

0
and protection.

The greatest hazard is

PIPE, which destroys not only trees

that

* Baked Chicken, Dressing
With All the Trimmings .. 95c
Come in and try one of our
CLUB STEAKS, with French
Fries and Slaw

carelessness.

Offers complete funeral service in every
price range. Inquire and be convinced.
oxygen,
with
equipped
Ambulance
night
available day and

Cigarettes. campfires, will stdp most of
4

them before they start.
by

Come in and see us and get
acquainted

LINN

More care with matches,

Help yourselL

"Good Food is Good Health"

helping prevent forest fires.

Harvey's Cafe

LINN FUNERAL HOME2921

807 North Main

Phone

.••••,•••••••4•1••••!"-:"/W0W-Ote/103-101W•loW/SK
4

TREAS LUMBER CO
hentun,

,

TITRE CHANGING!

MORE CHEVROLET TRUCKS
IN USE
than any
other make
Official registration figures prove that more
people use Chevrolet trucks ... that more
people

prefer

Chevrolet's outstanding fea-

tures, quality and performance at lowest
prices ... that more people

know Chevrolet

trucks are first in value!
See for yourself how much more Chevrolet Advance-Design trucks offer. CU us,
or stop in at our showroom—soon!

Because Now D-X Motor Oil Contains

THERE'S A CHEVROLET TRUCK
FOR EVERY HAULING JOB!

DIMINO!:
Yes, thousands of motorists have
found that ordinary motor oils
alone do not give them the compete lubrication protection they
need. That's why they're changing
to the oil with the "extra" —
D-X motor oil with Extrinol.
This great new motor oil will help
your motor deliver extra power because it helps clean your motor
while you drive. It protects your
bearings against rusting, pitting
and wear. And it fights oil-eating
sludge. It does all these things
because it contains the "extra"
of Extrinol — at no extra cost.

*Extrinol is the name of the complex chemicals that are added to
D-X to make it a tougher, safer,
more economical motor oil.
Change to D-X with Extrinol.
Get this Extrinol's extra protection

at any D-X station.

0-X LUBRICATING
MOTOR FUEL HAS AN
EXTRA, TOO.

It contains a top quality
lubricant that protects
valves and upper-cylinder
parts. Try a tankful today.

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

ita 044 *as D•X

COMBINE THE TWO GREATEST EXTRA 1 IN MOTORING
74,law .4 Eassiaoli. D-X Motel OS
Ns

•

•

.

Kentucky

••

NUNCIOS Of GASODNIS
NUNDRIOS O MOTOR OILS

•

CIGARETTES
2 for 35c

1041111M1111111111•1811INIF

•
•

Most forest fires are caused by sheer

95c

* Ice Cream
* Souvenirs

ALL POPULAR BRAND

Benton Route -4 at Briensburg
Call Benton 4016

Wro
4
#.4
:•!fr
40Vet•WOW•4•WoW",••••',..4.••••••10',..1

hare grown, but trees that will grow.

MUSIIMUMEN1
LUNCH•

SPECIAL FOR SUNDAY DINNER

* Sandwiches
* Milk Shakes

Wrecker Service in Kentucky.
Equipped to Handle Any Size Job.

given proper care

i

We Have All Kinds of

House Moving -- Heavy Hauling

can grow all the trees it

Home of Fine Foods

V. IL MOBLEY

St

plenty

Harvey Has It

liar

Osine-C•Soder lmbricisleaIs D-X Meow Ped

Phillips Chevrolet Co.
1207 Main Street

Benton, Ky.

Boone Hill, secretary of the
County Agent Homer Miller Bethlehem Cemetery maintentoday reported that blue mold ance group, today asked inter
had ruined the plant bed of ested parties to send their doW. D. Nelson on Route 1 nations to one of the followMr. and Mrs. Rudy Bolen
and urged farmers to spray ing members of the committee:
theirs immediately or face the Waite Clark, Felix Staton, Tom were visitors in Paducah Monloss of thousands of dollars Harper, J. R. Hoover, Ruby day.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow BurkIf the blue mold spreads.
Bailey or Dr. J. J. Gough.
hart and Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Bell and son visited Kentucky
Dam Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Newt Tynes
and Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Roach spent Sunday with the
Rev. Johnson in LaCenter.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Cunningham are the parents of a
son born Auril 28, named Rickie Loyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Colvin Fisk are
parents of a son born April
the
HI-BO, 1 lb. box
27, named Lonnie Dale.

Long Observations

Have taught me that when a girl begins
to call a man by his first name--it's often
his last name she's after.

CRACKERS
MORRELL'S

Methodist

SNACK, can
LARGE

Bath Size Lux Soap

2 bars 19c

LUNCH TIME, full quart
1-os. box Black

1Dc SALAD
DRESUNG
Bathroom
Soap Powder
TISSUE, 4 rolls 25c PERK, 2. for

PEPPER

35c

Homecoming

Sunday is homecoming day at
Oak Level Methodist Church
The Goodwin Family will sing
Sunday afternoon and two other quartets are expected. Come
and bring your baskets. Everyone invited.
Quarterly meeting is being
held at Oak Level Methodist
Church Saturday, May 7.
Mrs. Dowdy and daughter
spent the week end with Mr

39c

and Mrs. Herschel Dowdy.
Mr. and Mrs. John B Thweafternoon
Sunday
att spent
with Mr. and Mrs. Van Thweatt
Berry Badgett spent Sunday
John Finley and Vastine Cunnight with Mr. and Mrs. Leace ningham visited Mr. and Mrs
Copeland.
Vitus Owens the first Sunday
in May.
••

John Lawson.
and the Rev.
rain the
Shop' is busy farming —
Well, we had a nice
May—and the
around Oak Level, too.
in
Sunday
first
May.
The Clark's River Baptist;
first day of
school'
free
,
a
started
I enjoy
Church
and
wife
My
milli
very
Tribune
bus Sunday to take folks to l
Benton
readinth
;
Your Friend
church at Clark's
1
married
got
Odell Rellaford
Vitus Owens and wife.
the other Saturday afternoon byl

The Happy Goodman Quartet
of Mayfield will sing the second
Sunday (May 8) at 2 o'clock
Hello everyone: Here comes in the Methodist Church in a
the first letter from Stmsonia. Mother's Day program.
Cletus Cunningham and wife
Not a very big town — but a
good one to live in. At least are the proud parents of a fine
we all like it.
baby boy. Richard Roach and
Seems as if everyone was wife and Adam Cunningham
busy the past week planting are the grandparents.
Bro. Vern Shell • preached at
gardens. And of all things it
is time once again to push the the Dooms Chapel Santified
Church Sunday. He preaches
old lawn mower.
Strawberries seem to be get- here every first Sunday—and
ting ripe now. Some of our everyone is invited to attend.
• ••
neighbors had them for dinner
will
Stinnett
Rouse
yesterday. (Wish I known it). Bro.
A. H. Watkins is having a preach on the second Sunady
concrete porch built to his gro- He's the regular pastor at the
cery.
Dooms Chapel Church near
Walter Barnes, Hill Barnes Oak Level. Singing and prayer
and Billy Watkins went to the meeting every Saturday night
lake fishing yesterday—but did —come and help us sing and
not have any luck.
pray and worship the Lord.
Niley Freeman's wife has
Othal Barnes has.gone to been on the sick list. Same for
Memphis on business.
Mrs. George Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Carison
Rufus Vanderfriff's wife fell
of Chicago are visiting Mr. and and hurt her leg badly the othMrs. Louis Halsey.
er day.
Mr. and Mrs. Veldoti Smith
Everybody around Thompson
were visitors in our home Saturday night.
Miss Freeda Shemwell and
Ella Mae Reid were Saturday
evening visitors in Benton.

Martha Chambers
Ideal Pledege of
Beta Nu Chaptcr

Soap 1 Large
Flakes 1 Small

2 boxes 25c

SAUSAGE
Smoke, lb.

BACON JOWLS
LEAN MEATY PORK

Short Rib, lb.

23c STEW BEEF

LIVER, lb.

Choice Leg of

Shoulder

VEAL ROAST

MC MUTTON

here's an ideal
We welcome the chance to serve the people And
gift suggestion:
of BENTON and MARSHALL COUNTY
Don't forget this is the Friendly House
that Quality Built--it's next door to Fink17-Jewel
el's Store.
ONLY

WATCHES
$1995

FLORIDA MARKET

Under New Management
MI-1H

2filitiV141
MOT la

* Clean * Comfortable * Courteous
Rooms by Day, Week or Month
Rates $1.50 up
Leon Byers, Mgr.

Miss Martha Lou Chambers
As to the senior class Of
of Benton ,was chosen ideal
Symsonia High Shool—here go pledge by the active members
my congratulations to each and of Beta Nu chapter of Alpha
every one and sincere wishes Sigma Alpha at the spring infor a successful future. They itiation banquet of the Murray
are upperclassmen now, step- Stae College sorority held on
ping out into the world to help April 27 in the Woman's club
hoping
Here's
one
another.
house in Murray.
when they look back to their
Miss Chambers, a junior a
school days they can always Murray State, is
a
library
smile and be proud to say, "II science major and a music minam a graduate of Symsonia! or.
'
High School."
• •.

Pure Pork, lb.

Fresh Pork

Your Vote and Influence
Appreciated in the
Democratic Primary August 6

CLEMENTS
JEWELRY
Next to Columbia Theatre

516 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.

See it! Drive it!
The New V9

The junior class entertained
the seniors with a formal banquet at the Hotel Irvin S. Cobb.
Everyone was dressed in new
formals and they all seemed to
have a nice time.
• • •
The graduates presented a
Negro ministrel Saturday night.
• • •

GIVE YOUR WATCH
A SPRING CLEANING
Dust and g5ime do seep
into the delicate parts of
your watch. A thorough
cleaning now is advisable
for the continued good
you
service
time-telling
expect. Trust HAWKINS
to do a better job for less
money!

Guaranteed
1205 Poplar Street

Watch Repair Service
Benton, Ky.

•WWWW.0.1.1•WeAK.-WsWeeW.W140WW•WOWeleeeel,

At last we are getting our
school built up. They have the
completed..
almost
cafeteria
And for the younger ones they,
have the playground graded—
on which they plan to biuld a
baseball diamond and tennis
court.

J. M. SOLOMON
PICKED TO,HEAD
DUROC GROUP
J. M. Solomon of Calvert
City has been elected president
of the recently organized West
Association.
Duroc
Kentucky
with headquarters in Marion.
George Little and Christ .
Hall, also of Marshall County.
are among the charter members.
Officers along with Mr. Solomon are Graden Osborn of
vice-president;
Madisonville,
Ralph Hart of Sturgis, secretary
Bennett
treasurer; and
and
sale
Henderson,
Alexander,
manager.
Plans have been outlined for
the first promotional sale at
Henderson August 22.

LIGHTNING
WINDSTORM
HAIL
EXPLOS ION
RIOT AND CIVIL
COMMOTION

SMOKE DAMAGE
• Phonn or writ* for an onth•-premisips survey v od ostimat•
for your own farm.

West Kentucky's First, Marshall County's
Only Drive-hi-Theatre
On U. S. 68 Between Benton and Paducah
Thursday & Friday, May 5-6

Ronald Reagan
Wayne Morris
Jack Carson
Edward Arnold
Patricia Neal

The oldest and the youngest
mother will be honored Suhday morning at a special Mother's Day service in the Benton
Baptist Church, Dr. C. L. Niceley, pastor, announced today.

Sunday and Monday, May 8 and 9

l'ontuar— Ihruson ql
Genera/ Wo

Edmond O'Brien and Robert Stack

Even Better than it Looks!
When you observe ita fresh and fleet new beauty,
it might seem unbelievable when we say that the
. is even better than it looks. But
1949 Pontia,
after )ou've: experienced its really exciting performance. ue're sure you, too, will agree that in
basic goodi:,-ss, it surpasses its own good looks!
-14-ve a car so low-priced could
It'
sleekness of Pontiac's new
•coultine t
styling ... the gracious comfort of Pontiac's new

Irto -4t4

Vision-Aire interiors ... and the almost incredible
smoothness of Pontiac's exclusive "Travelux"
Ride. Add ..to those unique attractions, the
"zing" ... the economy and proved dependability
of Pontiac's famous improved straight eight and
six cylinder engines . . . and the matchless
driving enjoyment of GM Hydra-Nlatic (optional
at eictra cost) and you've got something almost
irresistible! There's no better time than now to
see it and place your order.

ROBERTS
Motor and Implement Co.
YgUR PONT1AC1 DEALER
Benton. 7.y.
Streel
12th

2.25
RILEY'S
Dept Store

* Spencer Tracy * Katherine Hepburn
* Van Johrrzon
Thursday and Friday, May 12 and 13

Featuring Marlene Dietrich

nitvearomOmfOloCvocc.,.....,

1•Wateavildw:.--4........cmalanalkwn
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- Jews and Palestine
To be Discussed at
Calvert City Church
Dr. J. H. Cohen, Bible teacher, author, and evangelist, will
speak next Sunday morning at
11 o'clock at the Calvert City
Baptist Church. He will discuss "The Jew and His Return
to Palestine," according to the
Rev. L. R. Riley, pastor.
Dr. Cohen has been in the
Baptist ministry for 30 years
and has spoken in over 2,000
churches in the interest of the
Jewish Evangelization and revival meetings.
He recently returned from
fifth trip to Europe and
Palestine, being present at the
formation of the new Jewish
state of Israel. A cordial invi
taion is extended to the public
to come and hear him.

James R. Barefield
Lions Club 'Folds'
Tuesday Night
THE BENTON LIONS "folded" on April 19. And we
don't mean that the club quit
operating by any means. In
fact we mean what we said literally.
The Rev. T. G. Waller had
approximately 2,500 copies of
his History of Big Singing on
hand—and members of the club
pitched in to help fold them.
The souvenir copies will be
passed out at this year's big
event.
FISHING TIME is due to be
at its best in the next feA
weeks, several experts of the
rod and reel predicted today.
Graham Wilkins was the only
one, however, who would 13-,
quoted on it.
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if4.1WE
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James Robert Barefield, 79,
of Calvert City Route 1, who
died April 29, was buried Saturday in the Little Cypress
Cemetery.
FOR SALE: 6 ft. Frigidaire reABOUT ATHLETE'S FOOT
A funeral service was conn.
Good
conditio
r,
$60.
Can't
frigerato
s
2127 Prominent Druggist
TRIBUNE CLASSIFIED RATES
in the Vaughn's Chapel
ducted
Be Wrong: Here's what Stout Frank Greenfield, Benton Route
rian Church by Arch
Presbyte
ex25c
mum.
mini
ltp.
lc a word with a 25c
of Parkersburg, W. Va., says. 4.
and J. W. Barefield.
Bailey
been
has
TE-OL
of
sale
tra if charged or answer keyed in care "The
Mr. Barefield is survived by
very pleasing. One customer FOR SALE: Hay for sale. Red
two sons, Guy, of Benton Route
E.
George
See
6
in
Jap.
and
top
thing
first
the
is
it
said
.
of paper
m6-13c.' 6, and Calvin, of Calvert City
Long.
years that gave relief."
IRVIN COBB CIGARS
Rout 1; two daughters, Mrs.
IN ONE HOUR
Courtney Fooks, of Benton Rt.
FOR SALE
If not completely pleased. Your
The Invincible 5 cts.
Sale
6, and Mrs Gertrude Brandon,
35c back at any drug store. LoPerfecto X 5 cts.
Farm equipment: 2-horse Web- of Calvert RouTe 1; a sister,
.
a22je24ct
'S.
cally at NELSON
Very mild, buy one today,
er wagon, 2-horse hay bailer, 1Mrs Adeline Miller, of the
FOR SALE: Jap Hay and Jap tomorrow you will buy their
,
new four McCormick mower same address and eight grandEdwards
Business Opportunity
Grass mixed. Jack
fine
tobaccos
100%
box.
by the
inside
cultivator, hay children.
with
Deere
John
Station
Service
Telephone 2022, Benton Route
Benton Wholesale Co.
X
Oliver plow.
150'
m4rts.
19
2-horse
garage.
rake,
2-stall
and
rack
1.
Distributors
150' lot with 2 dwellings and All in good condition. F. C.
a15-j17c
/OR SALE: Good used kero
1 extra business location for Collie on Route 4 or Herbert Youths Pay Visit
tens and electric refrigerators,
Good location on Main Jones at Big Bear Creek Camp.
lease.
GERM
FOOT
ATHLETES
m6-27p. To Nelson Farm
washers and kerosene ranges
Benton, Ky., and a good
in
TO
St.
HOW
TELLS
'S
NELSON
guar
priced from $35 up, all
grows tourist trade. Stock and equipThe germ
agriculture
anteed. Kinney Tractor and KILL FT:
vocational
All
FOR SALE: 3-4 ton Chevrolet
j7rts DEEPLY. You must REACH it ment priced right, due to inSchool,
kppliance Company.
High
Benton
at
students
Lilburn
See
model.
1942
truck,
the
to make the kill. Use a strong sufficient time to stay on
Nelson's
Bill
to
trip
field
a
ltp.
on
1.
Rt.
Benton
Lamb,
PENTRATING fungicide. TB- job and meet the customers.
farm Tuesday morning, witnessCL, made with 90 pr cent' alBENTON REALTY CO.
ed a poet treating demonstraIf
MORE
germs.
m6-13c
cohol, reaches
Telephone 2491
tion under the supervision of
not pleased IN ONE HOUR
Robert Rider, county forester,
or GROWTH
your 35c back from any drug Two Tablets
ces
Servi
and Joe Duke and Morgan Hill,
is
coccidios
cecal
c.
t
for
a22je24
8 tablets
gist.
agriculture teachers.
:ontrol. Use Dr. Salisbury's
E
Mr. Rider discussed the imFOR SALE: 5-room house, 335 REN-O-SAL for
these FOR PARTS AND SERVIC
both
ON ALL WASHERS
of post treating in
portance
North Main, lot 75 X 150 feet
. Easy-to-use drinking
SEE OR CALL •
See Dilmer Dunnigan at 335 purposes
the classroom before the trip.
ca:
Economi
.
medicine
a22rts water
BARNETT
North Main, Benton.
The chemical used is the new
too. Ask us for Dr. Salsbury'
ELECTRIC AND
"penta" mixture highly recomFOR THE BIRDHUNTER
REN-O-SAL. Nelson ')rug Co
REFRIGAATION
mended by agricultural leaders.
WHO TRAVELS LIGHT
Highway 98 at 95 Hardin, Ky
USE TE-OL FOR
Remington light weight moATHLETE'S FOOT BECAUSE
TASTE TELLS
For Rent
tel 31 Pump 20 ga., only 5 lb.
It has greater PENETRATING
QUALITY SELLS
3rice $83.50
d
undilute
FOR RENT: Floor Polisher at
power. With 90
Home Killed Meats
Select your shotgun, rifle alchol base, it carries the aca reasonable price. Day or
MEATS
HOME KILLED
'r pistol from our complete tive medication DEEPLY, to
night.
at
Benton Auto Txchange
kill the germ on contact. Get THE MARSHALL COUNTY
dock.
Benton, Ky.
019rts
happy relief IN ONE HOUR or
"Air Conditioned."
LOCKER PLANT
drug
any
at
back
35c
your
CENTER
SPORT
FOR RENT: Efficiency apartat NELSON'S.
store. Today
SERVICE
215 Broadway
ment, furnished, twin beds. prije24c.t
a22For complete electric and reBy
Paducah
vate bath, private entrance. Call
—
see
service
on
ltp.
FOR SALE: Sea King outboard frigerati
Mrs. D. R. Peel.
BARNETT
AUTOMOBILE AUCTION
motor, like new, a real buy.
ation
Refriger
Electric
Weldon Nelson at Nelson and
rts
EVERY MONDAY 12 o'clock
Service at Hardin
Grocery. Call 2851.
Son
Everybody Can Sell
.
a29m13p
i The Mayfield Re!".0:-Ing Co
Only Dealers Can Buy
I will pick up your urad animal
with
house
FOR SALE: 6-room
$2.00 to Register plus
, FREE. Phone collect to Byer
land.
of
acres
2
garage,
bath,
if
sold
$8.00 more
Station in Benton, Ky.,
Price $4,700. Call Benton 3801. Cream
nlrts
FRED BROWN AUTO
4131.
ne
Telepho
9th
W.
Mrs. M. G Frizzell, 415
AUCTION COMPANY
a29m13p
st., Benton, Ky.
ND
ROWLA
2240-46 Bridge Street
REFRIGERATION and
show
floor
Two
SALE:
FOR
Phone 4843W or 193
on
ELECTRIC MOTOR
Kentucky cases and tw ocounters. Thomas
Paducah
SERVICE
m6-13c
Morgan.
Commercial & Household
FOR SALE: One 1947 A John
Electric apartment
Deere tractor with plow, culti- FOR SALE:
Supplies for All Makes
stove for sale
vator and new disc for $2,200 size G. & A. cook
Pick-up & Delivery
A-1 condition
Can be seen at Jones Garage Priced reasonable.
ne Lucas Furniture
Telepho
at the
on Clark's River Road, Padu- guarantee. Myrtle Wyatt
Appliance Co., Benton 2522
&
in
Street
Main
on
Lunch
cah, or call Paducah 1856-W D-X
or 993j Murray, Ky
Hp. slOrts
a29m6c.. Benton.
after 4 o'clock.

ORTairrr
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For

Make every day a

by giving het a beautiful n-e-w

Remember
Mother

We also have a complete selection of men's and

ladies' watches in the following famous makes:
* Waltham
* Elgin
* Hamilton
and up
Price Range

$24.75

OPTICAL

FOY'S

423 Broadway

Telephone 4374

Mother's Day
with
Beautiful
Silver

JEWELERS

Paducah, Ky.

gibxon

ow

Double Feature
REFRIGERATOR

ECTRIC

Atimmirem comma
imp Et

with COLD MODULATION

UST
READ
WHAT

S COSTLY FOOD!
'
taWg ON TODAY

/41116/NE/
DIFFERENT C01.0
AND MoiSTURE1-0
PRESERVE EA04-1
DIFFERENT MN°
OF FOOD!

YES! GIBSON IS DOUBLE

F EATURE AND COLD MOOU(

PA
°

YOU &e.r9

' ATION ARE KIND TO MY
FOOD BUDGET! FOOD
TASTES WONDERFUL Too!

ROGERS & SON

34-Piece Service for 8_ beautiful anti-tarnish chest included at NO EXTRA COST! No
federal tax!

$19.95

STRETCHES
FOOD

DOLLARS

See those two compartments at the top
of this handsome Gibson? They're the
Gibson DOUBLE FEATURE: (1) the big
Freez•r Locker for frozen food*. Saves
shopping trips (2) the big Fresh'ner
Locker to keep food moist-fresh and
flavory for days No waste?
COLD MODMATION. Good
for Appetite, Health and

Cooks

EASY TO OWN! We will be proud
to show you the splendid Gibson.
Liberal terms. You can start enjoying
Gibson benefits right away!

Every

by

1647 ROGERS BROS.

52-Piece Service for 8.. beautiful anti-tarnish chest included at NO EXTRA COST!
Compare! List what you want in a range.
Gibson's
$64.75
Then see Gibson. You'll agree.
the
because
got everything, PLUS. That's
ced
ideas of a hundred thousand experien
to
Easy
here.
d
nousewives are combine
termsliberal
discuss
In—
Own, Tool Come
to enjoy
-so you can start this very week
life!
for
benefits
Gibson's daily
Not Alt!

Super-Speed
Cooking
Seven penetroting n•ats to
weed your cooking and
saw tett haver and vitamins! S•v•ts Moe& 10
Kookoll and Surface Units.

tfatometk!
Ups-A-Doisy!
DOWN, It's a 6-euert
cooker. UP, it's on sere
tartans cooking ,oil.
Mbar way you con cook
oe It automatically.

Set it —go away — come
bock —di.,,., reodyl
Two Automatic Ovens. Au•
tornotic Kookall or Surfoce
Automatic Con
Unit.
venience Outlea.

2 Ovens
tosousit•sice ov•n plot
conveeienc• own. tak•
or troll In •ittser oven,
Plus 2 big $terag•
drawers. Six-sided Insolation on OOCO OVOO u.s.
Solos klICt••
h•Of
in
cool.

OS VERY MEAL EVERY DAY
AUTOMATICALVI
to

any
Lucas Furniture CBentoon mKentp
ucky
812 Main

-

111-191
;;. .4

M4vel

ArstonsotIcany . . . awl That's

Budget?
With Gibson Cold Modulation each
kind of food gets its proper blend of
cold and moisture, to prevent loss of
flavor, vitamins AND WEIGHT in the
foods you buy . . . o daily boost for
appetites and good health, a doily
economy.

Evory

COMMUNITY
52-Piece Service for 8 beautiful anti-tarnish chest included at NO EXTRA COST!

$69.75

10".- Down--$1 Per
Week. No Charge
for Credit
--at--

EL &

PER

LOWENSTEIN
2EWELE RS

.•.

WEST SIDE OF SOUAE.
kmAvFIEL72,

ktOWIAWAIKAA°,004°W.•••••••.°040•04

•

••••

• •-,,•
•,

"
,
• •Nel

Life Preservers
Thermal Cans & Boxes
$3.75
Mae Wests
6 to 25 gal. $5 to $12.50
$1.95
Keeps Hot or Cold 96 hrs. Dual Tobe Belts
$3.95
Camp Stoves .98 to $9 75 Kapok Jackets
.10
$375 CO2 Cartridges ...
Camp Tables
TENTS & PONCHOES
$3.98
Steel Cots
SLEEPING BAGS, BEDDING, SHOES & CLOTHING
Surplus For Paint Up, Clean Up Time
30,000 GALS. SURPLUS' Other Paints $1.75 to 2.25
PAINT & VARNISH
Barn & Warehouse
REMOVER $1.95 gal.
PAINT $100 per gal.
79, Nail Aprons .25
Scrub Brushes .25, Rubber Gloves .
Now Fly or Drive to KENTUCKY LAKE
Fisherman's ONE STOP - Kentucky Lake Airport
Division of Country Boy Stores
On U. S. 68 Right at Ky. Lake
World's Biggest
Man-Made Lake
Contact Local Store For Further Information
Leroest

Assortment

of

Any

Surplus

.n

OUNTRY B
Q. STORES

THE NAMES of Marshall
County's 151 eighth grade graduates who received diplomas
were reearlier this month
leased today by County School
Supreintendent Holland Rose.
Sharpe led the list with 23,
followed by Calvert City and
Brewers with 18 each; Gilbertsville with 17 and Hardin with
15. Mr. Rose said that 151 graduates was "just about average"
for the county schools. The
list:
HARDIN: Patsy Jtine Greenfield, Robert F. Lassiter, Garth
Hughes Edwards, Maxine Lyles,
Neal Starks, Clara
Kenneth
Dot Youngblood, Larry Neil
Elkins, Gayle Lents Edwards,
Elaine
Doris
Ozene Travis,
Cope, Billy Ray English, James
Nell
Elkins, Ruby
William
Clark, John Mason Darnall and
Wanda Mae Byers.
Wayne
AURORA: Clarence
Jones, Ruth Ellen Balentine,
Mary Louise Rudolph, Thelma
Farris, Richard Johnston and
Dean Hamilton.
Junior
Raymond
PALMA:
Rankin, John William Walker,
Wilson Hurt, Charles Weldon
Eugene
Thomas
and
Peck
Adair.
SHARPE: Donnie Ray Boswell, Ralph Neuman Campbell,
Hal
Cotham,
Robert Lewis
Dean Henson, John Gale Ingram, Ray Johnson, Harold
Norman, Thomas Phelps, WilRouse, Ruel Sheppard,
liam
Thomas Davis, Shirley Bailey,
Tommie Barrett, Julia Cope,
Norma
Farley,
Jean
Verda
Fields, Thelma Holland, Martha Ann Jessup, Maxine Jessup, Marilyn Johnson, Betty
Lockett, Joyce Riley and Car-

Houser, Evelyn June Creason
olyn Story.
OAK LEVEL: Donald Rich- and Dora Parker.
UNITY: Betty Lou Jones and
ard Darnall, Barbara Ruth McGregor, Betty Jo Tarry, Mary Sue Anderson.
Tynes and James Milton Smith.
OAK VALLEY: Glenda Faye
ELVA: James Hershel Roach, Hicks, and Pat D. BloomingBarbara Louise Atwood, Peggy burg.
Jeanne Darnall.
BREEZEEL: Charles Stafford
FAIR DEALING: Nola Thom- McGregor, Doris Faye Wood
pson, Francis Turner, Odell and Mary Ann Waid.
Driver and Glynn Lovett.
OLIVE: Betty Earline HenCALVERT CITY: Betty Jean son and Joe Edd Norwood.
Bowman, Lula Belle Bowman, GILBERTSVILLE: Kay Cox,
Gladys Burkeen, Betty Devine, Mary Joyce Vickers, Amelia
Adia Ruth Dismore, Linda Doy- Donohoo, Sarah Gregroy, Julia
le, Melda Harper, Janet Hern- Cole, James Seay, Sarah Gregdon, Marlene Madden, Sylvia Betty Ann Culp, Jackie Travis,
Stice, Mattie Evelyn Williams, Wayne D. Frazier, Joan GrangRalph Davis, Billy Clint Tyree, er, Charles Collins, Paul Owen,
Leroy
Vied.
William
Earl Donald Ryan, James L. Goheen,
Greenfield, James Farlen, Ken- Robert Banks, Donald McClard
neth Neal and Richard Waugh. and Douglas Cannon.
CHURCH GROVE: Eddie L. 1 BRIENSBURG: Dorothy LaGreen, James H. Cathey, Roy vine Collins, Jo Frances ClayDarnell, MarS7 Ann Cope, Betty ton, Shirley Fay Chiles, Robert
Jean Thweatt and Ina Jean Louise Smith and John Russell
Washburn.
Myers.
CLARK: Anna Marie CastleDARNELL: Betty Ann Darand Sally Ann Bryant.
berry
naIl and Jesse E. Rose.
Wilda
GROVE:
WALNUT
UNION HILL: Norma Doris
Darnall, Christine York, Fannie June Cope and Laura Nelle
Mae Henderson, Cora Anne Edwards.
NEW HARMONY: Ina Fay
Henderson, Joe Thomas McKendree and Joe Mason Red- Powell.
den.
PUGH: Lane Vasseur, Milton
Lee Darnell, Boyce Edward
Chumbler, and Harold
Dean
Powell.
Dean
Ronald
BREWERS:
P!oloPPY Relieves
Sutherland, Chloris Haley, J.
D. Rudd, Arwood Smith, Roy
B. Mason, Vernon Ray Smith,
Terrel Wayne Riley, Neil Tyree
Smith,
Dale
Lane, Houston
pirs
Mary Lou Hamlett, Shirley Jean
Mathis, Patsy Wilkins, Betty
°7:e.
tly
Humphrey, Mary Jo Harrell,
Mary Evelyn Rose, Verna Jane

FIRST CHOICE
OF AMERICA'S
LOVELIEST
BEAUTIES!

This is the suit you always toe on Figures
suit
with a Future! In California — this is the
stars!
you se* on Hollywood's mast glamorous
At Atlantic City — it's the suit worn by
America's outstanding beauties — who compote
for the coveted title of "Miss America"
And on you — it will 1:4 the most figureflatted.% swim suit you've ever worn! A sleek
Catalina in Celanese and Lasts: 2-way stretds
knit boucle —in inspired California colors. 0.00

BABY3
COUGH

Remember Mother on Mothers Day
With one of these Delightful Dresses

Exclusive in Paducah

Next to Rialto Theatre

"Where Better Entertainment Cost So Little"
Matinee Daily: 2:30 P. M., Night 7:00 and 9:00 o'clock
Saturday Continuous Showing Starting 11:00 A. M.
Sunday: 1:30 & 3:30 P. M. and Sunday Night
Matinee Daily 2:30—Night: 7:00 & 9:00
Thursday, May 5-6, Friday
Matinee 2:30 - Night 7 & 9

first in fashion
first in value
...smart, young
and just

I

.iii tISI If • M111111311 ?Vigil mot

SUNDAY, MAY 8-9, MONDAY
Sunday-1:30, 3:30 and Night
Monday Matinee 2:30 and Night 7:00 & 9:00

TUESDAY, MAY 10-11, WEDNESDAY
Matinee Daily 2:30—Night 8:30

ERE ant
Marsha Hunt• Wiliiam Prince
Frank McHugh'Martha O'Driscoll
Advance Sale Sponsored by JUNIOR MUSIC CLUB!
All Seats (Including State and Federal Tax) 54e
All Pass List Suspended This Engagement Only
—
- -THURSDAY, MAY 12-13, FRIDAY
Matinee 2:30—Night 7:00 & 9:00

TME MOST-TERRIFYING WORDS MAN
EVER WHISPERED TO A WOMAN'
HIP ACCENT...Lace panels at either hip place fashion
emphasis where it is newest! This two-piece dress is
polished and pretty for special occasions. occasion-making in itself. White waffle piT:e

CAROUSEL.. 'Round and 'round you'll
go,wearing this merrily striped dress with
its new low neckline and rounded collar.
Striped and plait) chambray, mercerized
and Sanforized',

COLOR TRICKS...CAROLE KING takes
stripes so wide they look like panels of color
...adds button detailing...comes up with a
magic summer combination of fashion and flattery! OneTiece striped and plain chambray,mercerized and Sanforized'

CLAUDETTE

ROBERT

DON

COLBERT•CUMMINGS•AMECHE
HAZEL
BROOKS

!

4,4-or

MAY 6, 1949

TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, Benton, Ky.

furnishings was given by Mrs.
Dan Gold. Mrs. Sam Henson
presided over the business sesMrs. Molly McNeeley was sion. The devotional was
hoatesi to the Maple Springs by Mrs. Jess Gregory andgiven
the
Homemakers club April 19, at roll call by Mrs. Max Wolfe.
Which the final lesson on home(

Maple Springs Unit

I
PROMOTERS TO MEET
The East Side Promoters,
Club will meet tonight (May
6) at 7:30 o'clock in the Briens-I
burg Masonic Hall, according WI
Mrs. Harold Holland, secretary.

Sunday May 8th is Mother's Day

w
tagie
xtfat
SEND CANDY!

1

Nelson Officially
Takes Over as
Tax Commissioner

i Lawn mowers, Lawn furnirelatives and friends in Mar-I tare, screen wire, ice cream
shall and McCracken Counties freezers, electric fans and lots
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Nelson of for the past three weeks, will
- --- of other hot weather goods at
Detroit, who have been visiting return to their home Monday. Heath Hardware & Furniture.
DETROIT VISITORS

dp

A. A. Nelson Sr. officially
took over his duties as Marshal
County's tax commissioner las
week after being sworn in by
County Court Clerk Mark Clayton.
Mr. Nelson, who currently is
a candidate for reelection without opposition, normally would
have taken the oath of office In
November. The change vas delayed until last week, however.
until certain revisions might
be made in the tax books,
bringing them up to date and
placing them in proper order
for a change of office.

Remember the

Graduate
WITH

Jewelry
FROM

PEEL'S

T
-

Card of Thanks
McNEELEY: We wish to express our sincere thanks to our
many friends and neighbors for
the kindness and sympathy
shown us in the illness and
death of our loved one, Mrs
Ellen McNeeley.
Especially do we thank the
Rev. J. N. Henson, the quartet,
the Linn Funeral Home, all
those who sent flowers or
helped in any way. May God's
richest blessing rest upon each
and every one is our prayer.
Eukley McNeeley and
All the Family.

We have delicious,
beautifullywrappedaurn;Atte
boxes she'll love.

APif
•-•:$

Lit te.•

is
Of all the days in the year, only one
reserved just for telling that grandest
person in the world just how
wonderful she really is.
Remember her this Mother's
Day, May 8th, with a fin.
quality Gibson Card from
our complete selection.

* Pangburn's
* Belle Camp
* Norris
* * *

And just look
at,these other
fine selections
to please Mother

Cosmetic Kits, Costume Jewelry, Watches, Cameras

Cornwell's Cut Rate

TOM CROWELL ILL
Tom Crowell, 93, of Paduach
Route 3, a native of Marshall
County, is seriously ill at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Mattie Tolbert.
ARIZONA VISITORS
Mrs. Debra Martin and son,
George, of Tucson, Ariz., natives of Marshall County, are
visiting Mrs. Martin's sister,
Mrs. Ciois Phillips, and other
relatives.

in Paducah
--FOR GIRLS-*
*
*
*

* Ear Rings
Bracelets
* Compacts
Rings
Change Purses * Costume
Jewelry
Luggage •
--FOR BOYS-* Tie Clasps
* Billfolds

* Watches
* Luggage

PEEL'S
For Your Best Deals in Jewelry
Paducah, Ky.
523 Broadway

Off With the Felt - On With the Straw
... and the

At the Corner—On the Square
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.............,

Practical Gifts For Mother

CHAMPS

From Morgans

Are Here 1
H-O-T VALUES
FOR COOL WEAR

Cotton or Rayon Gowns and Pajamas $1.69 to $5.95
Nylon Hose in the New Summer Shades 98c to $1.65

DRESSES
Bedford Cord or Butchers Linen
***
Handkerchiefs or Towel Sets
Slips--Rayon, Cotton or Nylon

Only $5.95
49c to 98c
$1.98 to $4.50

* * *

$12.95

Mae Gladstone Travel Bags

$3.98 to $6.98

New Summer Panama Hats
* * *

(Gift Boxes or Wrapping Free With Each Gift)
See the large variety of potted plants at the
Ben Franklin 10c Store Friday and Saturday

MORGAN'S
(Thomas Morgan)
1116 Main Street

and
They'reGoing Fast!

Benton, Ky.

.1.,0440410SMIertV94••:./.".454414

Afar
$2.95, $3.95
$5.00 & up

Make Saturday Your Derby Day
at the

Benton Style Mart Store

BUILDING

RQUSEHOLD & KITCHEN FURNITURE How do you do, neighbors?
And how does this week's news
Including washing machine, refrigerator, find you?
This is the prettiest time of
good table top kerosene stove, kitchen cab- the year—with flowers bloomand all those nice smells.
inet. studio couch, chairs, rugs, bed room ing
I think most folks like summer
best. I like fall almost as well
suite, Farmall tractor with all equipment, —
but the thought of cold
weather just abouts gets me.
cow and shoat.
Mullinax funeral

4 miles west of Hardin near Oak Grove
Church. If raining sale will be held following day.

The Ben
was conducted by Bro. Charlie
Community
the
at
Farmer
Chapel Sunday afternoon.
The spring season is really
bringing out the evergreens and
shrubs at Johnson's Nursery —
looks nicer now than evere be
for this 'spring.
Spring—More Visits

Follow the
Crowds to
PARKS-BELK
in Mayfield

You know it's springtime be- visited Mr. and Mrs. Albert
cause folks are visiting more Litchinburg and daughter, Caroften. More active — except olyn Ann, Sunday.
Bro. Charlie Farmer and wife
those with spring fever. And
the summertime always has lots Mr. and Mrs. Louie Bradley,
at Mr. ;and Mrs. Ferdie Dawes of
of good meetings around
Briensburg and Mrs. Bradley
some of the churches.
were Sunday callers of Mr. and
Mother's Day
Mrs. Acie Johnson and daughMoth
until
It's only two days
ter, Reba Lee, Sunday.
er's Day—a day that everyone
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barker and
should remember. I suppose
June also had Sunday
Betty
dead
are
those whose motheN
Mrs. Sam
will place big vases of flowers visitors—Mr. and
on the graves on that day — Hines and children; Mr. and
daughsort of a special Memorial Day Mrs. Theo Rickman and
Ez—just for mothers. And those ter of Palma; Mr. and Mrs.
of
who have living mothers should ra Peck and Mrs. Lis Peck
6.
Route
sure
Be
it.
be really proud of
Miss Reba Lee Johnson spent
to remember your mother on
Mother's Day—and don't forget Saturday night with Betty June
her the rest of the year, either Barker. Miss Rose Marie Johnfor mothers and dads are the son and Miss Mildred Johnson
Mr. and
most wonderful folks in the spent Sunday with
world—always there when you Mrs. Harmon Davis, who is now
need them — always ready to in the Army.
Miss Dorothy Norvell was
help.
visiting in Griggstown Sunady
Acie Johnson is doing pretty
and Mrs. Jewell E. Johnwith his crop — already
well
week
so nand family spent the
a big acre of Kentucky
out
has
end with Mr. and Mrs. Acie
Woider stick beans. Won't be
Johnson.
it until the sweat mill rolls
.i
lor
Mr. and Mrs. Everett East
is all for now—but we'l
This
and family visited Mr. and
soon.
:back
be
Mrs. Marion Dawes Sunday
—The Two Cronies.
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus A. Cross .411$43
'01e
and son, Donnie, visited Mr.
TRIBUNE CLASSIFIEDS
USE
and Mrs. Otis Cross and daughFOR RESULTS
ter, Shirley, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barker stoeson0000ncocauckteot.4.1rotolotoroto

Make it Kamp Togs

Watch and Clock Repair

REEDER
VERLIE
JEWELER
Line of Watches, Watch-bands, etc.
ON STORE
LOCATED OVER CRAWFORD-FERGERS
KENTUCKY
BENTON

World News Roundup —
CBS
Music for Monday, etc.—
ETM
Latin American
Rythins
—ETM
8:00 News of America—CBS
8:15 Barnyard Follies — CBS
900 Music for You — CBS
9:30 Arthur Godfrey — CBS
9:45 Arthur Godfrey — CBS
10:00 Arthur Godfrey — CBS
10:30 Paducah Calling — ETM
11:00 Wendy Warren News —
CBS
11:15 What's New — ETM
11:30 Morning Band Revue
ETM
12:00 Big Sister — CBS
12:15 Ma Perkins — CBS
12:30 World News — Studio
12:45 The Guiding Light —CBS
1:00 Hits and Bits — ETM
1:15 Perry Mason — CBS
1:30 Nora Drake — CBS
1:45 Afternoon Melodies
2:00 Young Dr. Malone —CBS
2:15 Hilltop House — CBS
2:30 Robert Q. Lewis — CBS
3:00 Hint Hunt — CBS
3:25 News — CBS
3:30 Winner Take All — CBS
3.45 Beat the Clock — CBS
4:00 Treasury Bandstand—CBS
4:30 The Chicagoans — CBS
4:45 Dance Parade — ETM
5:15 Columbia Feature —CBS
5:30 Alka-Seltzer Time — CBS
5:45 Jive Time — ETM
6:00 Local News — Studio
6:15 Dinner Music — ETM
6:30 Club 15 — CBS
6:45 Edward R. Murrow News

World News Roundup —
CBS
Music for Saturday—ITM
Rythms
Latin American
—ETM
World News Roundup —
CBS
Barnyard Follies — CRS
The Garden Gate — CBS
Music for You — CBS
Escape — CBS
Allan Jackson News
CBS
10:05 Let's Pretend — CBS
10:30 Junior Miss — CBS
11:00 Theatre of Today — CBS
11:30 The Little Show — XFM
12:00 Stars Over Hollywood —
CBS
12:30 Give and Take
1:00 To Be Announced — CBS
1:30 Country Journal — CBS
2:00 Report from Overseas —
CBS
Adventures in Science —
CBS
Cross-Section, USA —
CBS
Texas Rangers — CBS
—
Treasury Bandstand
"Kentucky Derby"
CBS
News from Washington—
CBS
Memo from Lake Success
— CBS
West Ky. Radio Show
—Studio
5:45 Larry Leseur Nevrs—CBS
6:00 Spike Jones — CBS
8:30 Camel Caravan — CBS
7:00 Gene Autry — CBS
7:30 Phillip Marlowe — CBS
8:00 Saturday Dance —
9:00 Sing It Again — CIIS
10:00 The World Tonight —CBS
10:15 Dance Band — CBS

ITM

MONDAY NIGHT

For the

Little Tykes
Ideal Summer Sports Togs
For Boys 6 Months
to 6 Years
***
Cute styles in plaids,
checks and plain colors
at the
TINY TOT SHOP
IN BENTON

(Over Heath Hardware Store)
12041/.2 Main Street
Benton, Ky.

from
minutes drive
Beautiful building lots. Two
paved
Lots teeing
State Park and the Kentucky Lake
running Ihr•ugli
line;
light
Highway No. 98. REA
Wrestor as as
lots. Ideal lots for homes, businesses,
nail
within
value
ment. Watch these lots double in
wrHe
or
Set
acres.
two years. Lots contain from 1 to 2
Albert Lee at:
KENTUCKY
HARDIN,
LEE'S SERVICE, STATION,

Money to Loan
anything of Value. Unredeemed Pledges for sa
Diamonds, Watches, Pistols, Luggage and Radios
Watch Repairing—All Work Guaranteed

Home Finance Co.

AND JUST LOOK AT
THESE OTHER VALUES
. IDEAL CHOICES FOR
BABY WEEK (May 1 to 7)
..IDEAL CHOICES FOR
SUMMER:
Crawlers
* Knitted Creepers
Broadcloth Shirts
* Cotton Sweaters
Boxer Shorts and
* Broadcloth Creepers
Slacks in plaids,
* 13i11 Caps
checks or plain
Blue Jeans and Bib
colors
Overalls
Benton' Only Store Exclusively for Baby

LOTS

7:00
7:30
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15

Inner Sanctum — CBS
Talent Scouts — CBS
Lux Theatre — CBS
My Friend Irma — CBS
Bob Hawk Show — CBS
World Tonight — CBS
Nightcap — ETM

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15

Mystery Theatre — CBS
The Norths — CBS
We, The People — CBS
Strike It Rich — CBS
Hit the Jackpot — CBS
Mr. Ace and Jane — CBS
World Tonight — CBS
Nightcap — ETM

7:00
7:30
8:00
830
9:00
9.30
10.00
10:15

Mr. Chameleon
Dr. Christian — CBS
County Fair — CBS
To Be Announced
Beat the Clock — CBS
Capitol Cloakroom —CBS
The World Tonight —CBS
Nightcap — ETM

TUESDAY NIGHT

There's a "Sweet Girl"
You'll know her by her
crisp-as-a-diploma look_
Doris Dodson folds
Miami spun rayon into
wide tucks, adds a beautiful lace filled yoke.
wbut. Path,

9 to 13
112"

SUNDAY
8:00
8:15
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
10:00

World News — CBS
E. Powers Biggs —
St. Paul's Choir — CRS
Church of Christ —Studio
Morning Melodies —TM
Church of the Air — CBS
Allan Jackson New, —
CBS
World Affairs Report
CBS
The Newsmakers — Cad
Navy and Marine Show
—ETM
Immanuel Baptist — Remote
Sunday Serenade —
Meaning of News — CRS
Presenting Harry Horlick

-

—ETM

Tell It Again — CBS
Longines Syraphonette —••
CBS
You Air There
CBS Symphony
Skyway to the Stars
CBS
Longine Show — CBS
Broadway Is My Beat —
CBS
The Family Hour — CBS
Ozzie & Harriet — CBS
Jack Benny — CBS
Amos 'N' Andy — CBS
Sam Spade — CBS
Lum 11' Abner — CBS
Electric Thettre
It Pays To Be Ignorant
— CBS
The World Tonight
--CBS
Nightcap — rrm

-

7:00 FBI in Peace and War—
CBS
7:30 Mr. Keene — CBS
8:00 Suspense — CBS
830 Crime Photographer
CBS
Hallmark Playhouse
CBS
First Nighter — CBS
The World Tonight —CBS
Nightcap —

ETM

5:00
5:30
8:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:30
10:00
10:15

7 00 Jack Carson — CBS
7.30 My Favorite Husband —
CBS
8.00 The Ford Theatre — CBS
900 Phillip Morris Plays —
CBS
9:30 Johnny Dollar — CBS
10:00 The World Tonight —CBS
10:15 Nightcap — ETM

Warm Days or Cool Days
Farm Days or Home Days

* Barb-wire
* Field Fence
Garden Seeds
* Field Seeds
* Broadbent's Hy.brid
Seed Corn
* Hoes
* Rakes
* Cultivators
Plows
* Farm Tool and
Repair Materials
* Fertilizer
* Poultry Netting

Chattanooga Slat-Wing
Plows
Feeds
Chicken
*

* Living Room Suites
* Bed Room Suites
* Studio Couches
* Dining Room Suites
* Dinettes
* Perfection Oil Stoves
* Electric Stoves
* E!ectric Refrigerators
* Coal & Wood Ranges
* Washing Machines
* Garden Fence
* Tomato Slips
for Home Gardens
* Fine Selection of
Garden Seeds

so is tick at this writing. Rady
Brooks is able to be up and
about after sevenl days of illThe farmers were busy in ness. Mr. and Mrs. Minus Lee
their farm work last week tak- of Dexter Route 1, who are
ing advantage of the pretty shut-ins, remain about as usual.
days.
Mrs. Martha Mathis, who has
Wayne Lee of Hardin Route been right poorly, is much imI was doing some work for Edi- proved the past few days, but
son Lee of Cavert City.
.Mrs. Paul Beale of Hardin
The Sick List
Route 1 is suffering from tonHazel Lee of Dexter Routel silitis.
1 was taken to Murray last
Lovett-Nelson Wedding
Friday for tonsilitis treatment.
A marriage of much interest,
Linda Sue Booker was treat- which occured April 16, was
ed by Dr. Geo. C. McClain Fri- that of Miss Imogene Lovett,
day for an arm aliment. She daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
is better at this writing.
Lovett of Dexter Route 1, and
The doctor was called out to Johnny Nelson, son of Mr. and
see Roy Jones of Hardin Route Mrs. Sam Nelson of near Olive.
1, who is reported real sick.
Mrs. Lovett is a graduate of
Mrs. Bolin Jones of Hardin al- Hardin High School. The couple

are making their home with on Dexter Route 1.
Barbara Warren of Murray is
the bride's parents at present.
Hardin
on
reatives
• ••
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Lovettl Route 1.
Mr. and Mrs. John Booker, andl Mr. and Mrs. Elton Nanney
others visited Mrs. Bolin Jones spent a few minutes in the sick
Sunday.
Ivy Mathis of Hardin Route
School is well
I is at the bedside of his sismuch interest is
ter, Mrs. Bolin Jones.
were 151 present
Mrs. Robert Lee Ross of Har- 1
present on the
din is visiting her parents, brother and family, the Jeffreys,

men in college, he though he
By William Peck
banging' was smart. His English teacher
Here I am again
away on this old remington, asi told him to compare the word
I search here to yonder trying good. His answer was, "Good,
to find something to write gooder, and goodiest."
about.
1 Miss Maurace Hobgood and
We note that there are some Mrs. Blanche Stice and
son.
people who are lucky, somel Tom, of Calvert were in this
are rich, some are poor, some section Friday.
are good looking, some are like' The Veterans Vocational Class
myself ugly', some have nice' under the fine leadership
of
have! their instructor, David Inman,
others
while
manners
have have gone on several field prosome
manners
rough
while jects this year—the seed labelpersonalities
pleasing
others have no personality at ing speech, the sale of spotted
all, but that all goes along with Poland China hogs in Missouri,
life.
speeches on dairying, and a
Building Project
trip to Johnson's Nursery.
A new house building proRaymond Houston or Calvert
ject will soon begin in the new has the spotted Poland China
subdivision. The project calls hogs and he says there is none
for a number of modern con- better. Raymond, you might
structed houses, the work will have something there.
be in charge of C. V. Adams, Pvt. Lowell O'Daniels of the
Calvert armed forces is spending a furreal estate agent, of
ough with his. parents, Mr. and
City.
M. G. Stice of Calvert was Mrs. Johnnie O'Daniels, at this
in this section Wednesday, also writing.
A thought for closing: Read
David Inman of Hardin.
There was a boy started to the story of the woman at the
college and like all other fresh- well in John 4:28 and 29.

INSURE NOW—TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE

When in Calvert City Make It

KARNES AND DAVIS CUT RATE
For Your
* Snacks
* Sandwiches
* Cold Drinks
Jack Karnes and Sprout Davis

The Coolerator Flavor-Saver is big
—a full 83i cu. ft. of the most convenient storage space you've ever,,,
seen. It gives you a 43-lb. FreezerLocker for frozen food plus 56 big ice cubes at a
freezing—adjustable Chill-R-Ator Shelf that chills
beverages and salads in a jiffy—with moist cold
storage to keep fruits and vegetables dewy-crisp
for days.

Even the two banks are closing on
Thursdays! Kentucky Lake is the
ideal place for taking life easy
after working hours this summer.

That the grand new Coolerator will
give you all the kinds of cold you'll
ever need—with room galore to
freeze and store. That it will save
you shopping time—enable you to
buy your food in quantity at lower
help you serve more tempting meals.
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Is sure that children and 'teem
agers, too, will find that the grand
new Coolerator has lots of room for
coke, popsickles and ice cream.
That it will chill soft drinks in a hurry and keep ios
cream firm and good.

OF ALL KINDS

* SEINE TWINE
A bargain tuy -- a real
value. 5 Po nds for $425
* Fishing Poles

* LURES
RODS
* REELS
* Lauson Outboard
Motor
* Dip Nets
* Fishing Licenses.

Hunt's Appliance Store
1104 Main

SEE THE COOLERATOR COMBINATION
FREEZER-LOCKER AND REFRIGERATOR
TODAY—LOW DOWN PAYMENT—
EASY BUDGET PLAN
,,1":7041

"7--•
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Coa/esalat Opens ths .loat ta a
ifiam Vaf a/.tioinf
Just imagine! A meat market—a delicatemen—a soda faunLain—and all the other conveniences that make for finer living right at your fingertips 100 times a day. You get them alt,
and more, in the grand new Coolerator for '49.
Stop in today and Open the Door of the marvelous new
Coolerator. You'll like what you see—and you'll be agreeably
surprised at bow much more your refrigeration dollar buys ia
a Coolerator for '49.

JOHN SLEDD'S
Texaco Service Station
North Main Street

Benton, Ky.

The Big Day at
Th& Little Farm
TOMORROW'S the big day at
the Hardy Little farm
near
Palma—where 40 farmers are
expected to visit during the
county's first Successful Farmers Day.
The program will begin at
10 a. m. W. M. Johnstone of
the University of Kentucky will
lead a field tour, which will be
followed by a noon-time lanch.
Afternoon talks will be made
by George, Hart of Murray,

INDEPENDENTS TO GET SECOND
SHOT AT OLYMPIANS ON SATURDAY

HAROLD HOLLAND'S STATEMENT
FOR ELECTION AS COUNTY JUDGE

Holland.
Benton's national independ- own Joe
Advance tickets are on sale at
ent basketball runners-up will
Rate in Benton.
To the citizens and voters of available, and become the out
get their second shot at the Cornwell's Cut
of the 400 alMarshall County: In accordanc standing county in the Jacks();
half
than
Olympians, Kentucky's famous More
with the statement published Purchase, go to the polls or
had been sold
Saturday night lotted to Benton
Six"
"Sizzling
in this newspaper a few week Saturday, August and vote fo
after
they were
day
a
within
;
in Mayfield.
ago, I desire at this time to
sale.
on
put
Kentucky formally announce my
the
of
president
height
To offset partially the
candi
Bankers Association; E. F. Dan dacy for the office of County
In their previous meeting st
advantage of All-American Aliels, on farm management, an Judge of Marshall County subex Groza, the Bentonians have Paducah, Benton came out on
banker- ject to the actions of the DemoJohnie Graham, on
Goofy the short end of the 109
I am in favor of a bonus for procured the services of
farmer relations.
Wes
former
of
Jones
Hickman,
6,
1949
cratic primary August
our veterans; and believe that
• •.
6
stands
tern
star.
who
Jones,
I was born and reared on a
added state taxes on liquors,
the
MR. LITTLE'S farm recently farm in Marshall County. The
ice cream and racing would ad- 6, is the only addition to
was selected as probably the youngest son of one of the
equately pay for this bonus. Jaycee quintet which played
most "practical in the county' county's
families.
democratic
The boys who left their homes together as a unit all year.
from an operational standpoint My
lovingly
parents
were
and loved ones to fight the Coach Buck Hurley listed tenby a committee headed by Ray known as, "Uncle" Marion and
battles upon foreign soil that tative lineup as follows: Ed
Brownfield, agricultural agen •!unt" Meal Holland.
With opening day, orginally
democracy might 'survive are Hickey and Mason Cope, forof the Bank of Murray.
After graduating from grade
due a bonus. Other states have wards; Goofy Jones, center; set for last Sunday, a complete
school in Marshall County. I
paid a bonus that are less weal- and Jake Hollman and Herbert washout in most Twin-States
attended MeTyrie Preparatory
thy than Kentucky.
Cities,. Benton's Lions will go
Hurley, guards.
School, McKenzie, Tenn., for
And this bonus for our veterThe ex-Kentucky boys will to Kuttawa for their first game
four years. After graduating
ans would add no taxes on the . feature Groza, Ralph Beard, of the 1949 season Sunday
from McTyrie I entered Ken
shoulders of the taxpayers of Wallace Jones, Cliff Barker while Calvert will entertain
tucky Wesleyan College, Win
Marshall and Lyon Counties, Kenny Rollins and% Benton's Princeton.
chester, Ky., as a student for
who are already overloaded and
send heartiest greettwo years. It became necessary
taxed to the gills. Let the liq for all. If I am elected and school, I
wishes. We realat the end of my tsecond year'
quor and racing interests pay overcome the odds I assure you ings and best
a deeper backcollege work for me to secur
this bonus; they are able and that my record as a representa- ize you have
genral knowledge to
of
ground
will
employment to earn enough
I
tive
will
that
such
be
if elected our veterans will get
money to complete my college the candidate you honestly be a bonus and I will not take ex come back for reelection with- use in judging world problems,
a broader understanding of hueducation. I taugh school for lieve is the best qualified to be cuses, from the political games , out opposition.
man relations. May you have a
almost two years. In the later your
County
Judge
during ters from Eastern Kentucky.
strong sense of spirival values
part of my second year of these years of golden .opportunOur old age assistance allot
and enter unafraid into the
teaching, World War I inter ity.
. mettts are only about 50 per
world of labor which you soon
rupted my educational program
If you believe I am worthy ,cent in comparison with actual
must venture.
In April 1917 I volunteered and capable to fill this high
;needs and in many cases those,
•••
for service with the Armed office in the dignified manner who are
deserving are denied
PTA Meet
Final
en
and
country.
my
Forces of
it deserves, give me your vote !old age pensions.
listed as a private in the infan- and use your influence to nom
' The final meeting of the
try. I saw service in the United mate and elect me, and I as ' There is entirely too much
Parent-Teacher
AssnSharpe
Vacation
politics
i
our
in
Hello
Highway
Everybody:
Depart-I
the
with
and
America
States of
sure you that I will never d
held
Thursday,
was
ciation
students
our
for
there
reason
and
county
no
is
:ment
school
American Expidition Force in anything that will cause you t
1why any employees should be is here at last. With it comes April 28. Mrs. Hugh Campbell
France. Before going overseas
regret that sacred trust ant
to contribute for poll- gladness—but with a little sad- was elected president and Mrs
;expected
in
Captain
a
commissioned
was
confidence. If you don'r know
McCallister, secretary.
Verda
in order to ness always mixed in.
purposes
tical
the Field Artillery and placed me personally and want to in
Mrs. Omer Stegner
succeeding
of
lots
It means goodbye to
'be permitted continued employ
in command of Company A vestigate my record an
qual
Mrs Fred Titsworth Jr..
and
will
who
teachers
pupils
and
a
in
merit
"Supposed-To-Be39th
Train,
114th Ammunition
ifications, just ask my neigh
never meet again. Well do I who resigned.
4-free" America.
Division. I served in this ca bors:
when the girls would
remember
World
of
Therepractices
are
promisend
of
the
until
parity
I hope to have the privileg
I send sympathy to
of some beshoulder
a
on
cry
dis'44 jobs by political shysters
War I. and. was honorably
of seeing and discussing the is
of Mr. Bob
children
tender
a
just
—
teacher
loved
charged with the rank of Cap- sues of this campaign person prior to elections and in one
that who died April 29.
heart
the
within
spot
was
county
it
alone
estimated
1917.
tam in
ally with every voter and citiz
A true friend—a
would soon heel,. but never be
After my discharge I return en in Marshall County, bu that 900 persons were promised
understanding
an
!
forgotten.
completely
ed to Marshall County and en should I fail to see :you, please jobs where actually there were
• ••
Will Barrett.
gaged in farming with my fath consider this my humble pie only 30 jobs available.
To the seniors who are leav I Sorry to hear of
We make a payment on ou
er for some time. In 1928
for your vote and influence.
ing their home and childhood illness of Mr. Bob
father'
purchased a part of my
Sincerely good roads with each purchas '
farm and for the past twenty
Harold Holland of gasoline—and out. of eacl
dollar, less than 25 cents is act
years I have been supervisrh
ually used for construction an,
my farne and selling buildin
bona-fide maintenance. Did yoi
matreiabi to dealers in this' ter
know that 23 of our Easter
ritory with rny home and head
Counties have more mileage o
quarters here in Marshall Coun
hard surface roads than Marty the pest sixteen years.
shall County?, Yet they are less
I sincerely request every eit (Continued
wealthy.
izen and voter to give this brie
Improvements at our state
summary of my past experrenc
park at the Kentucky Dam
es and educational qualifica poses.
I am not a stranger to th would be on a much large
tions due 'considgration as yoi
EVERY NIGHT 7 and 9 MATINEES SI:41. & SAT. 2 &
decide upon the candidate re people of this district or county scale if the r...arne zee was in
Will support and Use your in I have had 14 years experienc Eastern Kentucky. Perhaps the
fluence to nominate in th as a constable in this county: lag is for political purposes and
August 6 primary.
collected taxes under Burntt there will ue a job for a few
This is the first time I hay Holland, Jack Edwards and Go just prior tu August 6.
Our school teachers are under
ever been a candidate for .an vie Smith. I worked under th
public office and if you believe supervision of Mr. Smith day paid in comparison with othe
I am qualified to administer and night and assisted him ii states that are less wealthy
Where is the money going? '
the duties of your County breaking up 27 road houses.
Judge's office in the dignifiet
I am proud to be from the
My service to Mr. Smith wa
manner they deserve. If. yo to the welfare of Marshal of our county school superinare willing to give a native sot County and without cost to the tendents by the vote of the
his first opportunity to serv taxpayers.
people; if the taxpayer is qualthe people of his home county
I am still interested in the ified to shoulder the burden
in timeteof peace as he serve welfare and well being of our of excessive taxations then he
his country in time of war people, and if elected to thi is qualified to have a say as
Give me your vote and use office I will do my duty with to who should serve as his
your influence in my behal out fear or favor to anyone.
county school superintendent.
and I assure you there is n may be
I am proud to be from th
a little old fashioned it
one beneath the wide sprea the
political arena of this day ranks of the everyday people
canopy of Heaven that will ap
and age, but I still believe an and I am aware that my being
predate it any more than
advocate "equal rights to al from a poor family is the:
will.
and special privileges to mete.' greatest weapon that will be
In return for
your secret
Jack Gray used against me during this
vote and confidence, I pledg
campaign by the silk and satin
to you a progressive, upright
boys and the overestimative
just and economical administra
self-dignified.
tion of the vast duties apper
As to my qualification, I
taming to this office as pro
hardly believe that this is necvided in the state statutes.
essary item on the list when
fully realize that the importan
that
taken
consideration
in
duties and vast responsibilitie
When two octogenerians get qualification and reputations in
of this high office, requires
together, there's always plen- the election of our representastrong
physical,
moral
an
ty to talk about—particalarly tives have seemingly become of.
courageous character, willing t
if they are childhood play- minor considerations during the
sacrifice self to promote th
mates who haven't been to- past few years.
general welfare and prosperity gether for quite some time.
However I wounl like to
of all the people of the county
Such an encounter was ex- state that I am not wealthy
regardless ,of wealth, race, col
perienced last week when neither do I boast of a superior
or or cpeed. Keeping uppermos
Mrs. Belle Kingsolving and education. I had rather claim
in rniad at all timee our demo
her lifelong friend and child-. understanding and reason
as
crefic adage, "Equal rights ti
hood playmate, Lucy Love, the essentials for progress and
all, special privileges to none.' rehashed
old
while' true happiness during these
times
All this I purpose to be an
Mrs. Love was visiting here: days when less representation
to do, as your County Judge
Both are 83 years old, with has become a customary expecGod being thy helper.
Mrs. Kingsolving having a tation and increased taxation is
Never before in the history nine-month edge in age.
about the only thing we can
of our, country him. there ever
look forward to when our GenLO:N:
been such a vast amount of
Iscs‘ltS tilfs„'EtC,V1
eral Assembly meets.
rich resources from which our,
I shall not at any time during
VYLV,OltICSDRV.,Ns'S
County Courts draw and obtain'
the campaign seek the shelters
means for the development of
regardless of how many opponthe physical, social, moral and
"N RIGHT
DP
ents I have. I am glad to comeconomical standards of living
11V1tV,S.P1/4
pare my qualifications with
for all people of our county
PsS0
%ROSIN
C,NiNIC.V1NV,1,
Our state and federal governAn initiation
of
meniber them in open debate concernments five already shown that highlighted- a meeting of tit ing the issues of the day, and
V
NC,1they are willing to help in recently
Cherry serve notice with this announcereorganized
.
these deVi
s/opments by spending Camp 212, Woodmen • of the ment that I invite others seekmillions of toilers 4n'tiut Coun -World, Monday night in'Hardin ing the election of representaty building Kentucky Dam, de A social program followed the tive to meet with me at 20
Cathy O'Donnell 3041 Harold Russell
speaking engagements in Marveloping Kentucky Lake, build business meeting.
ing roads, establishing state
Eurie Mathis, advisor lieuten shall and Lyon Counties.
It will be impossible for me
perks, providing additional road ant sovereign, was 'appointed
funds by special tax assess- chairman of a committee to to see all the people as I have
ments and furnishing our coun organize a drill and softball two counties to make. In the
team Persons interested in th event that I do not see you,
ty with state patrols.
If you want to see Marshall project have been asked to at please consider this as my perCounty developed to a higher tend a special meeting at the sonal appeal for your vote and
standard of living these next Hardin Camp next Tuesday influence. I am supported by
four years by taking advantage night, May 9, according to Roy no cliques and opposed by all of
of the vase opportunities now E. Henson, district manager.
them because I favor equality

Calvert us Princeton
Benton vs Kuttawa

SUCCESSfUL
FARMERS 1EVERYWHELE
ARE AIL AWING

i

BUY YOUR SEED NOW

ADAPTED FOR YOUR SO!

Also Jarvis, yellow and white prolific open pollinated corn. Korean
and Red Top, Soy Bean, Sorghum,
and plenty bulk garden seed.
Prices right on plows, rastus shovels, collars, breeching, check lines,
and all sorts cif plow gear.
Be sure and see us for your boat
enamel, Sherwin Williams housepaint, enamel, varnish, oil, turpentine and brushes.

Wallrite and sheating paper, paper,
paste, canvas Ifid bill poster tacks.
Johnson & truce floor cleaner,
paste and liquid wax, water and oil
mops.

Don't forget us on Sofa-bed and
Bed Room Suites, Breakfast Suites,
Dresserobes, Tables, Refrigerators,
Rugs, Washing Machines, Oil and
Electric Cook Stoves, Bed Springs,
and Innerspritg Mattresses.

